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Of Hiring A

Spinal Cord Injury 
Lawyer

BENEFITS



Your Attorney Has Expertise in These 
Matters
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A spinal cord injury is one of the worst injuries to experience because it 
can affect your partial or total mobility. However, while many cases involve 
complete paralysis, not all cases lead to numbness or loss of muscle 
movement. Some cases manifest obvious, immediate injuries, while others 
have long-lasting consequences that may not reveal themselves right off.

There are many varying degrees of spinal cord injury cases, which is why you 
need a skilled lawyer who knows this area of the law inside and out and can 
get you fair and full compensation no matter what your injuries.

When those injuries are caused by the recklessness or negligence of another 
party, you deserve compensation. Just remember: financial compensation 
goes beyond reimbursing the money you need for medical help; it also 
includes compensation for your pain and suffering. In the case of serious spinal 
cord injuries that result in paraplegia or quadriplegia, your quality of life has 
suffered astronomical impact. An attorney who handles these types of cases 
regularly is the only way to go.

Here are some benefits of hiring a serious spinal cord injury lawyer.

1

A spinal cord injury lawyer brings a high level of expertise and experience to 
the table that can benefit you immensely in your battle with the insurance 
companies. Your lawyer will aggressively fight for compensation from the 
responsible party – something you may not be in any physical or emotional 
condition to do. Someone has to fight for you while you’re recovering.

For example, if a faulty or defective product caused your injury, the 
manufacturers may be held responsible. Perhaps the seat belts in your car 
were not working properly, causing you to suffer a grave injury after getting 
into an accident. Other times, spinal cord injuries are caused by negligence. 
Maybe you slipped and fell at work on a slippery floor, damaging your 
spine; your employers could be held responsible for failing to maintain safe 
conditions.



Your Attorney Knows the Value of Your 
Claim

Your Attorney Understands the Legal 
Process
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Most people don’t really know the monetary value they could obtain from 
their spinal cord injury claim. There are so many factors involved in the process 
of valuing your claim that only an experienced serious spinal cord injury lawyer 
can put a number on it. Even then, it’s only an estimate.

Factors include:

A spinal cord injury case can be one of the most expensive, due to the medical 
experts involved as well as the sheer future costs of your medical care. A good 
lawyer will not make you pay any upfront costs; most operate on a contingency 
basis, meaning they only get paid in the event of a win or settlement.

Most people are also fairly unfamiliar with the legal procedures that come with 
filing a spinal cord injury claim. Skilled attorneys handle these types of claims 
on a regular basis, and therefore know exactly which legal documents to file 
and when, how to properly fill out forms, and what the applicable statutes 
of limitations are. They also understand more than anybody else how the 
insurance companies will try to trip you up every step of the way. Your lawyer 
is there to make sure you don’t get taken advantage of. Going head to head 
with the insurance company on your own could cause you to miss out on 
thousands of dollars from your settlement.

  Analysis of your injuries
  Assessment of pain and suffering
  Insurance company strategy
  Estimates of future medical needs after consultation with a medical  
  professional



Contact Kuzyk Law For A Free Consultation!
(661) 945-6969
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When attorneys work on a contingency basis, this naturally provides them 
with an incentive to work hard on your case and win it. Not only do you have a 
focused, shrewd professional on your side with thorough experience working 
against the insurance companies, your attorney is motivated to shoot for the 
highest settlement possible within a timely manner.

Spinal cord injuries cost money. You’ll face mounting medical and therapy 
bills, all while facing the possibility of job loss. Therefore, you need an 
experienced serious spinal cord injury attorney who won’t back down from 
challenges to get you the compensation you deserve. Call Kuzyk Law now for a 
free, no-obligation consultation at 661-945-6969.

Your Attorney is Motivated to Help

Contact Kuzyk Law
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